Abstract. Our paper tries to analyse the way in which the regional identity of art historiography in Alsace came into being in the 20 th century. Similarly to Transylvania, Alsace represented a highly disputed territory, being claimed by two hostile nations. We shall focus upon the regionalist point of view, which used to be overshadowed by the of cial nationalist discourse of the centres, Paris and Berlin. We shall examine the way in which a regional identity was invented through works of art. Regionalist art historians did no longer speak of the existence of French or German art in Alsace, but of the existence of an Alsatian art individualized within European art. We shall also emphasise the role the genius loci and regional geography played in forging this new identity.
productions was strongly determined by the landforms: mountains, hills, plains, valleys, rivers.
Even though most often Vidal de la Blache's ideas were not explicitly formulated in Alsatian art historians' texts in the rst half of the 20 th century, there are also cases in which Vidal's approach was assumed from the very beginning. For instance, it is quite eloquent for us how some historians and Alsatian art critics chose to start their scienti c studies citing names of geographers. This is the case of Raymond Régamey (1900 Régamey ( -1996 (Régamey 1925: 3) and of Claude Odilé (1881 Odilé ( -1957 , to give just two examples at hand. The latter developed Vidal's considerations over several pages, adapting them to the speci c needs that the study of architectural monuments and of the ethnographic heritage in Alsace require. The main idea that emerged from here was that, geographically, Alsace is part of both Central and Mediterranean Europe; the territory between the Vosges and the Rhine being depicted as "real European crossroads", which goes beyond the limited interests of two nations (Odilé 1934: 7-9) . Thus, the perception of Alsace's speci c artistic and cultural identity started form a geographical / geological approach. Locating this historical province on the map of the continent meant to describe its particular historical status. The fact that it is placed at the con uence of several "tectonic plaques" implicitly determined a considerable number of cultural in uences.
It is interesting to see how Claude Odilé reads this territory by invoking Vidal de la Blache. Alsace was not seen as a neutral territory, without any historical or geographical personality. Being located on the border, it was part neither of France nor of Germany. In other words, no regional West-East perspective of the territory was assumed, i.e. a nationalist French or German perspective. The geographical outlook was considerably enlarged by including Southern Italy in the palette of geographic and cultural in uences. It is also notable that the Alsatian art historian did not exclude the German in uences from Alsace, on the contrary, he catalogued them as bearing a great signi cance. According to Claude Odilé "It is impossible to live in Strasbourg without feeling simultaneously attracted to two poles: the Mediterranean and the other. This other one being the German pole in the case of the Alsatians" (Odilé 1934: 7) .
1 Nevertheless, the Francophile perspective contributed with some cultural and ethnographic evidence to justify Alsace's geographical inclusion in the French territory. In fact, the French national character was invoked, which obviously differs from the German way of being, especially regarding its extraordinary capacity to assimilate and integrate foreign elements, a quality which does not characterize the Germans. "And here is once again Vidal de la Blache who led me to this. 'France, he (Odilé 1934 : 7) .
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Whether the views were of more or less regionalist or Francophile nature, references to the geography of Alsace have constantly been present in the writings of Alsatian art historians. Landforms became important not only because they offered Alsace a physical aspect and a moral personality, but they also left their mark on the works of art giving them new potentials through the speci c climate and lights (Ahnne 1950: 7) .
According to André Hallays (1859 -1930 , Alsace has a well-de ned geographical personality outlined by landforms for which it can be distinguished within the general setting of France: 3 (Hallays 1929: 5) One may detect an almost obsessive concern to identify even the most insigni cant geographical coordinates in order to draw the precise contours of Alsace, which is detectable during the evocation of the two minor tributaries of the Rhine which, compared to the Vosges or to the great river, gain a caricaturelike aspect. Hallays dealt with the lack of major landforms in northern Alsace, which would visibly close the regional geographic area, by resorting to a trick. According to the author, the uctuating boundaries in the north were due to the whims of political-military history, which destabilized the existence of a particular geographical stability of the borders.
In 1917, in an article dedicated to Alsatian folk art, the idea of an Alsace which is perfectly surrounded and enclosed by the main landforms was expressed by Anselme Laugel (1851 Laugel ( -1928 . According to the scholar, a refugee in France after the Franco-Prussian War until 1918, the homeland was considered to be one (Laugel 1917: 15) . 4 But the mere display of all the mountains, rivers and valleys was not enough to give a historical and cultural meaning to a province. The interpretation of regional geography offered by Laugel goes beyond this, since the landforms have different meanings and, eventually, are given political connotations. For instance, the mountains united Alsace with France, while the Rhine separated it from Germany. The heights of the Vosges has not been an impediment to maintain or justify the close relationships between Alsace and France, due to the numerous accessible crossing points: Bussang, Schlucht, Bonhomme, Saint-Marie-aux-Mines, Saales or Saverne. The conclusion reached by Anselme Laugel in 1917, while the soldiers of the two rival nations were facing each other on the battle elds of the Great War, was that: "Doesn't this clearly show that Germany has nothing to do in Alsace, and that, on the contrary, the French could freely enter there" (Laugel 1917: 15) . 5 It is surprising that where we would expect the most the idea of a perfect regional geography to be acclaimed, there the approach has been much more reticent and relativized. In other words, although reporting to regional geography was of equal importance in the discourse of some Alsatian regionalist art historians as well, it was done in a different way. As mentioned before, André Hallays seeks to describe with great meticulosity even the smallest rivers, which, in his perspective, harmoniously enclose the geography of Alsace. According to the tricked approach, the regionalist André Hallays only implicitly talks about the topic without any explanation or justi cation, limiting himself to a "neutral" presentation of some data which give the readers the impression of being about some common places. Robert Heitz (1895 Heitz ( -1984 deals with the issue of regional geography in a deconstructive manner. Not geography gave the province cohesion but history. Citing the study of Pierre Marthelot (1909 Marthelot ( -1995 entitled Géographie humaine de l'Alsace (Marthelot 1947: 9-40) , Heitz reinforced the idea that the unity and peculiarity of Alsace were determined rst of all by spiritual elements; namely, the awareness of a common identity assumed by the inhabitants of this province, which made Marthelot and Heitz share the idea that "In this respect, (Marthelot 1947: 9-40; Heitz 1952: 26) . 6 According to Robert Heitz, it was historical determination that gave unity to Alsace, not the geographical one. In order to prove his statement, the art (Heitz 1952: 25-26 
Alsace represents indeed -and perhaps more than any other province of France -what Michelet called a 'person'"

Inner space
In addition to Alsatian art historians' special interest in tracing the natural borders of Alsace, an equally important concern was to de ne the regional inner space.
Authors 9 -the regional perspective of the Alsatian territory was only discreetly introduced by a trivial de nition which remained in a latent state until it was exploited in a regionalist manner. More precisely, it is the last part of the refrain which brie y de nes the inner space of Alsace: "Tell me, which is your country:// Is it France or is it Germany?// It is a country of plains and mountains".
10 In fact, the lines above eloquently illustrate the speci c regionalist ambiguous and diverted discourse, in which only in a primary phase, or perhaps only apparently, the Periphery expresses its sympathy with one or another centre of power.
In order to be better understood, we shall decode the regionalist message of the poem's refrain to which, later on, Anselme Laugel and Robert Heitz related to. The question Which is your country?"-already knowing the end of the poemsong which is unfavorable for Germans-has no explicit answer either in favor of France or of Germany. The answer given by the Alsatian poets (French "patriots") identi es the country from a geographic point of view, de ning it as a space with plains and mountains. Actually, it de ned nothing else but: Alsace.
The de nition of Alsace as "a country with plains and mountains" is quite trivial, it could apply to many other provinces and countries of the globe which, of course, are formed by plains and mountains. However, Anselme Laugel gives these landforms a special charm, suggesting that there is a spirit of the place: "But looking at these plains, crossing these mountains, we shall soon discover their power of attraction uncommonly captivating" (Laugel 1917: 13) .
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The inner space of Alsace may be described not only by evoking these two extreme landforms: plains and mountains. The vineyard up on the hills became the third de ning characteristic of the Alsatian territory which, in this way, gained (Laugel 1917: 14-15) .
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In the de nition of Alsace seen as "a country of plains and mountains" Robert Heitz underlines the word "and" given his desire to emphasize "the simultaneous presence of the mountains and plains" (Heitz 1952: 26-27) in the visual eld of the one who contemplates the Alsatian landscape. Hence, the perception of the regional space has become more complete in which all the landforms are simultaneously present forming the speci c Alsatian landscape; renouncing the fragmented and gradual presentation of the regional landforms. The Alsatian artistic monuments are pro led on the background of this geography which catches the eye all at once and in all its complexity: "At the entrance of these mountain passes and valleys and especially in the northern Vosges, where the entanglement of some high valleys makes the transition more convenient, there stand the ruins of strongholds followed by watchtowers and Roman castles" (Heitz 1952: 27) . 13 Some other art historians, among which André Hallays and Paul Ahnne (1910-1977) , highlighted the extraordinary diversity of Alsatian landscape where mountains, valleys, hills, ravines, rivers, forests and vineyard hills harmoniously meet (Hallays 1929: 6; Ahnne 1950: 7) . The inner space of Alsace was not divided according to historical, political or administrative criteria. None of the great regionalist art historians have ever pro led the artistic and identitary geographies of Alsace based on the two departments of the province: HautRhin and Bas-Rhin.
14 Moreover, neither political history criteria, which would consider the longer or shorter existence of small principalities and free cities, have ever been taken as reference in art historians' discourses. The approach has always been mainly geographical, discussing the Alsatian landscape and its geographical forms where, ultimately, villages, cities and isolated art monuments have been included. According to this, Alsace was considered to be, by turn and/ or simultaneously:
A country with mountains, vast forests and narrow valleys; a country of plains where roads and rivers are engraved as in some ancient writing, indeed. But it is also a country of hills and tender valleys where small towns and villages are nestled as much as human presence, where the vine climbs to conquer the slopes marking its footprints and giving this impression; a land of agriculture, industry and art where the names Strasbourg, Colmar, Mulhouse sound like many echoes (Ahnne 1950: 7).
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The natural environment was sometimes invested with a number of aesthetic virtues becoming an independent work of art such as a painting. Moreover, describing the beauty and richness of landforms led to the appearance of a symbolic dimension of Alsace, i.e. a paradise on earth. For a better understanding of how art historians depicted the artistic monuments in an enchanting and fairylike natural setting, we shall quote the thoughts of André Hallays, who describes nature and art being in a perfect symbiosis where the relationship between space and art is a privileged one: "But no picture is more impressive and more exciting than that one that carries 'frau major' of Moennelstein: the sudden appearance of the plain, villages, steeples; the silver rain and the mountains of the Black Forest making the horizon blue" (Hallays 1929: 6 Beside the historical background, the surrounding environment determined Alsatians' particular way of being. The characteristics of landforms-plains, hills and mountains-led to a well-de ned range of behaviors and human qualities. Alsatians' life was included and understood in / from the perspective of regional geography. On this occasion, the existence of a genius loci was suggested which determined the moral conduct and attitudes of those who live within the area bound by the Vosges and the Rhine. Last but not least, there can be noticed an attempt to achieve an affective and behavioral gradation depending on the altitude and on the characteristics of the main landforms. This observation is con rmed by Ferdinand Dollinger (1862 Dollinger ( -1936 (Dollinger 1929: 117-118) . 17 In his last un nished text published posthumously, due to his sudden death, Hans Haug does not regard geography and history as two separate entities any more. On the contrary, they overlap and complete each other. According to the art historian from Strasbourg, the Vosges actively contributed to Alsatians' destiny during their history. The relationship between people and the mountains were seen as a direct bond, which went beyond the borders and beyond spiritual, temporal or national characteristics. Additionally, the Vosges became the immediate keepers of the regional history by preserving on their peaks the art vestiges-intact ruins and monuments-thus evoking the memory of places, of historical facts and legends: "All this is like a huge living body, swarming with present realities and evocative memories" (Haug 1966: VII) . 18 These external in uences of the surrounding environment alone did not draw Alsatians' behavioral and identitary pro le. In fact, we might say that, according to some scholars who have written about the art and the history of Alsace, geography was the one that "cast" people in history. In other words, it was the geographic position which determined the speci c historical destiny of Alsatians who had to defend their territory from foreign invasions of all kinds. Not only the speci c regional climate, determined by landforms, was responsible for Alsatians' way of being, but also the independent actions of people who had actively assumed the inhabited territory, protecting it. Thus, Alsace acquired the attributes not only of a paradise on earth but also of a land bathed in tears and blood. According to Ferdinand Dollinger, "The mild climate and the generosity of the land could have tended to Alsatians' easy and a bit at existence, if it had not been for the ceaseless defense against jealousy and envy. Thus, this blessed but blood and tear-stained soil like few others produced and formed a strong race which undoubtedly does not despise to celebrate the favorable destiny, but which is more suitable for stoically suffering the worst trials and vigorously defend its personality" (Dollinger 1929: 116-117) . 19 On the other hand, geography and human genius have completed each other since they are two complementary and organically related entities. Finally, people have come to accept their special relationship with regional geography, understanding, assuming and loving it. Anselme Laugel claims that: Therefore, the necessary action of nature juxtaposes the free and purposeful action of human personality. Seizing and exploiting the land, creating groups, ensuring rights, claiming freedoms, man contributes in turn to the formation of new concepts which only nature can provide. And the rst concept which has been developed is the concept of love and attachment to the land and to the country whose organization had cost so much energy but which gives so many joys and, lastly, where so many prayers were arisen to heaven (Laugel 1917: 11-12 (Hansi 1929: 86) .
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The signi cance of the bell tower (campanile) was of particular importance for regionalism. The Italian campanilismo derives from the root of the word campanile. In order to classify the different forms of regionalism, I gave campanilismo a new de nition. 22 In the same time, in the shadow of the campanile the parochial spirit was born (the awareness of belonging to a small community: a district or a parish) as well as localism or regionalism in their larger meaning. The competition between various towns and villages is well known in art history, the aim of which is to build a more beautiful and higher church completed or crowned with a In 1917 Anselme Laugel-and certainly he was not the rst one-noticed that Alsatian villages had grown "in the shadow" of the parish church town, taken as a reference, being surrounded (this time) by orchards. According to the Alsatian scholar, the regional unity was emphasized rather than local features. Each and every village dominated by the bell tower had been presented in the framework of an orchard which did not separate these nomadic villages since they were interwoven by a network of roads which provided the necessary connections speci c to a unitary space: (Laugel 1917: 13-14) . 23 From Robert Heitz's perspective, the inner space of Alsace gained architectural dimensions being delimited by the Rhine and "the foothills of the Vosges". In fact, this closed space became a paradise garden (hortus conclusus) in which the fertility of the soil led to agricultural abundance. At the same time, the art historian from Strasbourg excluded the existence of an inner homogeneity of the Alsatian territory emphasizing, on the contrary, the in nite fragmentation of the farmlands. Heitz placed the towns and villages of Alsace in this luxurious, well-de ned and peculiar landscape. From an overall perspective of the regional landscape, these villages are dominated by the bell towers which rise from the vineyards: "(...) Alongside these open villages there are fashionable half timbered white houses having their eaves full of blooming geraniums and wisteria. These and the 'Steeples in the vineyards' are the favorite topics of Alsatian imagery" (Heitz 1952: 28) . 24 As shown above, Alsatian art historians were particularly interested in problems concerning geography and the identi cation of natural borders de ning regional space. On the other hand, the description of Alsace's inner space was an equally important concern since it determined the peculiarity of Alsatian landscape where the artistic monuments were integrated as essential parts of the speci c geographic environment. In this context, 'Clochers dans les vignes' ['Steeples in the vineyards'] became "the favourite topic of Alsatian imagery", 25 as Robert Heitz puts it.
Without going into the complex and controversial issue of regional and national artistic geographies, bell towers of Alsatian churches, villages and towns became regional symbols par excellence. The next step was none other than trying to nationalize them in order to de ne the characteristics of Alsace and to discover some af nities between this region and French or German culture. Laugel Anselme's text, published in 1917-just like Émile Mâle's (Mâle 1917: passim) 26 and nally concludes that Alsatians: "are essentially of French qualities" (Laugel 1917: 30-31) . 27 Later on, this symbolic representation of Alsace's landscape, marked here and there by steeples in the vineyards which became national items being "labelled" with the French tricolor, was continued, on every occasion, in the illustrated books of Hansi, 
